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Abstract

Coronaviruses (CoVs) are a major infectious disease threat and include the pathogenic human pathogens of
zoonotic origin: severe acute respiratory syndromeCoV (SARS-CoV) andMiddle East respiratory syndromeCoV
(MERS-CoV). Entry of CoVs into host cells is mediated by the viral spike (S) protein, which is structurally
categorized as a class I viral fusion protein, within the same group as influenza virus andHIV. However, S proteins
have twodistinct cleavage sites that canbeactivated byamuchwider rangeof proteases. Theexact locationof the
CoV fusion peptide (FP) has been disputed. However, most evidence suggests that the domain immediately
downstream of the S2′ cleavage site is the FP (amino acids 798–818 SFIEDLLFNKVTLADAGFMKQY for
SARS-CoV,FP1). In our previouselectron spin resonancespectroscopic studies, themembrane-ordering effect of
influenza virus, HIV, and Dengue virus FPs has been consistently observed. In this study, we used this effect as a
criterion to identify and characterize thebona fideSARS-CoVFP.Our results indicate that both FP1and the region
immediately downstream (amino acids 816–835 KQYGECLGDINARDLICAQKF, FP2) induce significant
membrane ordering. Furthermore, their effects are calcium dependent, which is consistent with in vivo data
showing that calcium is required for SARS-CoVS-mediated fusion. Isothermal titration calorimetry showedadirect
interaction between calcium cations and both FPs. This Ca2+-dependencymembrane ordering was not observed
with influenza FP, indicating that the CoV FP exhibits a mechanistically different behavior. Membrane-ordering
effects are greater and penetrate deeper into membranes when FP1 and FP2 act in a concerted manner,
suggesting that they form an extended fusion “platform.”

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Membrane fusion between viral and host mem-
branes is a critical step during infection of enveloped
viruses [1,2]. Because viral fusion is one of the first
required steps of an enveloped virus infection,
preventing it constitutes an attractive approach for
the development of novel antiviral therapies. Viral
membrane fusion also serves as a model for studying
biological membrane fusion systems because of its
relative simplicity. Compared to the more complex
cellular synaptic vesicle membrane fusion system,
which involves several proteins, only one type of
glycoprotein, the viral fusion protein, is involved in the
viral fusion process. For this reason, study of viral
membrane fusion allows a focus on protein–lipid
er Ltd. All rights reserved.
interactions and on biophysical aspects of the lipid
bilayer during this process.
Coronaviruses (CoVs) are a diverse group of

enveloped viruses that infect humans and animals,
with several recent examples of zoonotic transmission,
including severe acute respiratory syndrome CoV
(SARS-CoV) and more recently Middle East respira-
tory syndrome CoV (MERS-CoV). Entry of CoVs into
host cells is mediated by the viral spike (S) protein,
which mediates both receptor binding (via the S1
domain) and membrane fusion (via the S2 domain).
The S protein is categorized as a class I viral fusion
protein, which includes the prototype envelope glyco-
protein influenza hemagglutinin (HA) and the HIV
envelope protein. However, the CoV S differs in
several aspects from prototypical class I viral fusion
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proteins. While influenza virus and HIV envelope
proteins are known to be activated via cleavage by
host cell proteases, this occurs at a single, restricted
site directly adjacent to the fusion peptide (FP). In
contrast, CoVs typically have two distinct cleavage
sites that can be activated by a much wider range of
proteases, with the FP function being able to be
modulated by changes in the cleavage site position
relative to the FP. This gives CoVs unique flexibility in
the ability to invade new cell types, tissues, and host
species. Several segments located in proximity with
the heptad repeats (HR) region and transmembrane
domain of the S2 domain of the SARS-CoV S protein
have been proposed and characterized as putative
CoV FPs [3–7]. The main objective of this work is to
identify and characterize the bona fide CoV FP based
on structural and functional analyses of peptide–lipid
membrane interactions, using SARS-CoV S as a
prototype. We have chosen SARS-CoV S as a model
since most functional data are available with this virus.
However, the FP is highly conserved across the very
diverse CoV family, and so our findings would be
directly applicable to all CoVs, including MERS-CoV
aswell as anynovel viruses that are yet to emerge from
their animal reservoir.
Glycoprotein-mediated viral entry into host cells

requires an FP, the domain of the protein that interacts
with opposing cellular membranes that is relatively
hydrophobic in nature. However, identification of viral
FPs is often difficult. While there are no universal
definitions, FPs are generally fusion protein domains
that insert into host membranes after proteolytic
cleavage exposure and major conformational chang-
es of the envelope glycoprotein, thus facilitating the
initialization stage of membrane fusion. The flanking
region of some FPs can also interact with membranes
and have been shown to play an important role in the
later stages of membrane fusion. Whether those
flanking regions can be classified as FPs is still
disputed. Also, the exact size of FPs is a matter of
debate. For example, the length of the influenza FP is
estimated to be 20 or 23 amino acids (aa), depending
on the group that has characterized it [8–10].
The identification of the location of the FP for the

CoV S protein is particularly challenging because of
the large size of the fusion protein and the presence of
multiple cleavage sites. For SARS-CoV S, the S1/S2
cleavage site is located at residue R667 (R: arginine),
and the S2′ site is found at the R797 position [11].
Within the S2 fusion domain of SARS-CoV S protein,
several regions have been proposed as FPs. These
have been proposed based mainly on their hydropho-
bic amino acid content, and without functional exper-
imental back-up. Using Wimley and White interfacial
hydrophobicity analysis and peptide library scanning
approaches, it has been suggested that the sequence
corresponding to residues 770–788, located upstream
of the S2′ cleavage site, is a putative FP (AltFP1) and
that the sequence composed of residues 873–888,
found upstream of the HR1 heptad repeat region,
forms an “internal” FP (IFP or AltFP2) [3,4,7]. In
addition, a region located proximal to the transmem-
brane region, the pre-transmembrane region or PTM
(aa 1185–1202) was also found to have membrane-
interacting properties [3,4]. It has been suggested that
these segments within S2 work in concert to mediate
the different steps of membrane fusion [4]. Most
recently, these alternate protein segments have been
subjected to structural characterization byNMR [and in
some cases by electron spin resonance (ESR) and
differential scanning calorimetry] [12,13]. The “FP” and
“IFP” regions as defined byMahajan andBhattacharya
have an uncertain functional role. Importantly, they
show only limited sequence homology across the
Coronaviridae, which would be very unusual for a viral
FP. However, we have shown in previous functional
experiments that the sequence immediately down-
stream of the S2′ site (798–815, FP1) is extremely well
conserved among CoVs and possesses many fea-
tures of a viral FP [14].
Recently, the structures of S proteins of several

CoVs, such as murine hepatitis virus (MHV), human
CoVs (HCoV) HCoV-HKU1 and HCoV-NL63, SARS-
CoV, and MERS-CoV, have been revealed by cryo-
electron microscopy [15–20]. These structural studies
show that the CoV S regions corresponding to FP1 of
SARS-CoV S are exposed at the surface of the
corresponding S proteins. These structures have
generally been interpreted such that FP1 is the viral
FP. However, for all determined structures, the S
protein is in its pre-fusion state and often have
cleavage sites modified to promote protein stability
of the recombinantly expressed protein. As such,
there is currently limited information on the structural
features of the CoV FP after proteolytic processing at
S2′ and when interacting with lipid bilayers.
The insertion of FP into host lipid bilayers has been

shown tobe critical for viral fusion to occur as this event
perturbs membrane structure. ESR spectroscopy is a
powerful way to characterize FPs. We have success-
fully used ESR to study membrane structure modifi-
cations by insertion of various FPs, and consistently
found that the FPs of HIV, influenza, and Dengue virus
induce membrane ordering, that is, bilayer lipids
becoming more ordered when the FP interacts with
membranes [21–25]. We also found as a control that
non-fusogenic mutants of the respective FPs have a
much reduced ordering effect on membranes [21–25].
Membrane ordering is critical for membrane fusion, as
it reflects the dehydration effect, which removes the
repulsive force between the opposingmembranes and
allows them to come into a proximal position before
fusion can take place [23,26]. Therefore, our approach
provides a robust and reliable method to identify bona
fide FPs. In this work, we have used this innovative
approach to identify and characterize the CoV FP.
Using ESR to study CoV FPs, we found in the

present work that the sequence immediately after the
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S2′ (R797) cleavage site (FP1) increases membrane
order. We also discovered that the sequence down-
stream of FP1 (FP2) also has characteristics of an
active fusion domain. In addition, our results show that
FP1 and FP2 work cooperatively as a bipartite fusion
“platform” within an extended FP (FP1_2). In the
presence of calcium ions, both FPs showed stronger
membrane ordering, which is consistent with our
observations that both FPs exhibit strong calcium
dependencies for their membrane fusion function as
assessed by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).
Finally, our in vitro data are consistent with in vivo
assays showing the dependence of calcium cations
for SARS-CoV S-mediated virus entry and fusion.
Together, ourwork provides a comprehensive analysis
and strongly indicates that FP1_2 has the key
characteristics of a bona fide FP, with unique
properties.

Results

Design of peptides used for biophysical analyses

Viral FPs typically have low sequence conservation
among different viral groupings. However, they are
very well conserved within a given virus family. We
have previously demonstrated that the SARS-CoV S
region immediately downstream of the S2′ cleavage
site (SFIEDLLFNKVTLADAGF, referred to as FP1
here) was highly conserved among CoVs [14].
Furthermore, we have also shown that a pair of highly
conservedcysteines (C822–C833) founddownstream
of FP1 is essential for the membrane fusion function
along with core-associated residues D830 and L831
(the region downstream of FP1 and containing these
residues is referred to as FP2 here) [5]. To validate
these findings withmore recent sequence information,
we first performed a comprehensive protein sequence
alignment analysis (Fig. 1a) of the extended region
corresponding to the FP1_2 fusion domain of SARS-
CoV. These results are summarized in the Weblogo
generated using the sequence alignment data
(Fig. 1b). The location of the FP1_2 segment in the
context of a model structure of the SARS-CoV S
protein monomer, which is based onMHVS structure,
is highlighted in Fig. 1c. The analysis confirms and
extends our earlier findings to all four characterized
CoV genera with six invariant and eight highly
conserved sites. Among the highly conserved and
invariant sites is the LLF motif and the conserved
cysteine pair previously found to be critical for
membrane fusion by site-directed mutagenesis and
functional assays [5,14].
Next, to perform biophysical analyses, peptides

corresponding to the SARS-CoV amino acid regions
798–818 (FP1) and 816–835 (FP2) were synthe-
sized, along with an extended FP corresponding to
the 798–835 region (FP1_2) (Fig. 1d). Alanine
substitutions in the LLF motif of FP1 were shown to
be fusion defective in our previous study, and so a
LLF➔AAA modified peptide was also generated
[14]. Other peptides previously proposed to be CoV
FPs were synthesized, including an “N-terminal FP”
that is immediately downstream of the SARS-CoV
S1/S2 cleavage site (770–788, AltFP-A) and an
internal FP (873–888, IFP or AltFP-B), as well as a
negative control peptide that corresponds to the
region downstream of IFP within the HR1 region
(887–904, HRP). The synthesized FPs contain a
C-terminal GGGKKKK hydrophilic tag sequence
except HRP and FP1_2. The GGGKKKK tag
sequence is used to increase the solubility of the
peptides. This approach has been applied to other
FPs previously and has been shown to have no
effect on the function of FPs [24,27,28]. Here, in
order to further demonstrate that it does not interfere
with our ESR measurements on FP1, we synthe-
sized a variant FP1 (pFP1) devoid of the C-terminal
GGGKKKK tag. We also synthesized randomized
sequence variants of FP1 and FP2 (rFP1 and rFP2,
respectively), which have the same amino acid
composition as FP1 and FP2 but with a shuffled
arrangement of residues.
We used 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-pho-

sphocholine (POPC)/1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycer-
o-3-phosphoserine (POPS)/cholesterol (Chol) = 3/1/1
as the model membrane system. PS is an anionic lipid
that is found in the inner leaflet of the cytosolic
membrane and to some extent in endosomal mem-
branes [29]. It is critical for synaptic membrane fusion
[30–32], and it also promotes viral entry of various
viruses [33,34]. A recent study showed that PS is
critical for HIV entry [35]. Moreover, PS has been
widely used in FP research [36,37] and is also
consistent with the system that we have used
previously [14]. We used multilamellar vesicles
(MLVs) in our ESR study as they can be much more
concentrated than small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs)
and greatly enhance the ESR signal. Furthermore, the
use of MLVs is consistent with our previous studies
[23–25].

FP1 increases membrane ordering

The ESR signal of the spin labels on the lipids in
membrane bilayers is sensitive to the local environ-
ment. Three spin labels were used: dipalmitoylpho-
sphatidyl-tempo-choline (DPPTC) has a tempo-
choline headgroup and the spin is sensitive to changes
of environment at the headgroup region; 5PC and
14PC have a doxyl group in the C5 or C14 position of
the acyl chain, respectively (Fig. 1e), and they are
sensitive to the changes of environment in the
hydrophobic acyl chain region at different depths.
Using the NLSL program based on the microscopic
order macroscopic disorder model (MOMD) [38,39],
the order parameter of the spin canbe extracted,which



Fig. 1. (a) Protein sequence alignment of CoV FP region. The sequences of 42 representative alpha-, beta-, gamma-,
and deltacoronavirus spike proteins were aligned using MUSCLE within the Geneious software suite, and the aligned
region corresponding to the SARS-CoV FP1 and FP2 was extracted. (b) Weblogo representation of the CoV spike (S)
region downstream of the S2′ cleavage site for all four CoV genera (FP1_2 region) showing conserved and variable residue
positions. Sequence conservation of the region corresponding to the SARS-CoV aa 798–843 was represented using
above-mentioned alignment data and Weblogo 3.0. Numbering corresponds to SARS-CoV S sequence. c. Location of the
FP1_2 segment in the context of the SARS-CoV S monomer, highlighting key residues. The structural model of
SARS-CoV S was based on the MHV S structure (PDB: 3JCL) using the Modeller comparative modeling tool in Chimera
software. (d) Peptides used in this study. (e) Structure of spin-labeled lipids used in this study.
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is correlatedwith the order of themembrane. Thus, the
effect of peptide binding on the structure of the
membrane can be monitored. These three spin-
labeled lipids have been used in previous studies
and their ability to detect changes in membrane
structure has been validated [26,40]. Our previous
studies examined the effect of a various viral FPs,
including those of influenza virus [21,23], HIV [24], and
Dengue virus [25], as well as the FP of the ancestral
eukaryotic gamete fusion protein HAP2 [25]. All of
these peptides were found to induce membrane
ordering in the headgroup region as well as in the
shallow hydrophobic region of bilayers (i.e., 5PC).
As shown in Fig. 2a, in the MLVs composed of

POPC/POPS/Chol = 3/1/1, when the peptide:lipid
ratio (P/L ratio) of FP1 increases from 0 to 2 mol%,
the order parameter S0 of DPPTC increases
significantly from 0.44 to 0.48 at pH 5. The increase
of the S0 is similar to the effect of influenza FP as we
have previously shown [23]. However, this ordering
effect is slightly reduced at pH 7 (0.44 to 0.46). The
membrane order of 5PC also significantly increases
from 0.51 to 0.58 at pH 5 when FP1 concentration
increases; its increase in the pH 7 condition is similar
(Fig. 2b). The interaction of FP1 with lipid bilayers
has virtually no effect on the S0 of 14PC (Fig. 2c)
regardless of pH.
Individual alanine mutations within the LLF motif of

FP1 have been shown previously to abrogate
fusogenicity of the SARS-CoV S protein based on
in vivo experiments, and an LLF➔AAA variant FPwas
unable to mediate liposome fusion in lipid mixing
assays [14]. As shown in Fig. 2d and e, FP1_AAA has
no effect on the membrane ordering for all three spin
label positions. Thus, themembrane-ordering effect of
FP1 we observed with ESR is in good agreement with
previously determined functional fusogenicity data. To
further validate that the membrane-ordering effect of
FP1 we detect is not artificial, a randomized peptide
(rFP1), which has the same amino acid composition



Fig. 2. (a–c) Plots of order parameters of DPPTC (a), 5PC (b), and 14PC (c) versus peptide:lipid ratio (P/L ratio) of
SARS FP1 in POPC/POPS/Chol = 3/1/1 MLVs in buffer with 150 mM NaCl at 25 °C. Black, 1 mM Ca2+ and at pH 7; red,
1 mM Ca2+ and at pH 7; blue, 1 mM EGTA and at pH 7, and purple, 1 mM EGTA and at pH 5. (d–e) Plots of order
parameters of DPPTC (d) and 5PC (E) versus P/L ratio in POPC/POPS/Chol = 3/1/1 MLVs in pH 5 buffer with 150 mM
NaCl at 25 °C. Black, FP1; red, FP1_AAA; blue, rFP1; and purple, pFP1. The experiments were typically repeated two to
three times. The typical uncertainties found for S0 ranges from 1 to 5 × 10−3, while the uncertainties from repeated
experiments were 5–8 × 10−3 or less than ±0.01. We show in panel A the bars for SD. Statistical significance analyses
were performed using two-tailed Student's t-test on the S0's of 0% FP1 and 2% FP1 at the “Ca pH 5” condition, *** ≤ 0.001,
highly significant. (F) CD Spectra of FP1 in solution (black) and POPC/POPS/Chol = 3/1/1 SUVs in pH 5 buffer at 25 °C.
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asFP1 but with a shuffled sequence,was synthesized
and its effect on lipid bilayer order was measured. As
shown in Fig. 2d and e, it has little to no effect on the
membrane order, indicating that the primary and
secondary structures of FP1 are critical for membrane
interactions.
To understand whether the hydrophilic C-terminal

tag sequence GGGKKKK affects membrane ordering
and/or prevents the N-terminus of FP1 from inserting
deeper into the membrane, we synthesized the
GGGKKKK sequence alone and a variant FP1 without
GGGKKKK (pFP1). Without GGGKKKK, pFP1 is no
longer soluble inwater. Thus,wepre-mixed thedesired
amounts of pFP1 with lipids in chloroform with P/L
ratios from 0% to 2%, and then made the MLVs with
pFP1 inserted. The resultingS0 from thespectra shows
that pFP1 has a very similar membrane-ordering effect
profile to FP1 (Fig. 2d and e). Thus, the GGGKKKK
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sequence does not appear to interfere with the
membrane ordering induced by FP1. Control experi-
ments with the GGGKKKK hydrophilic tag alone show
that it cannot induce membrane ordering (data not
shown). These combined results indicate that FP1
induces membrane ordering in the headgroup and
shallow hydrophobic regions.

The formation of secondary structures is critical
for the activity of FP1

We used circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy to
examine the secondary structures of the peptides in
solution and inmembranes, which allows us tomonitor
the structural transitions occurring between these two
environments. As shown in Fig. 2f, while FP1 exhibits
mostly a random coil structure in solution, it changes
into a mixture of alpha-helix, beta-sheet, and random-
coil structures in the presence of SUVs composed of
POPC/POPS/Chol = 3/1/1 at pH 7. Here, the reason
we used SUVs instead of MLVs is that MLVs are too
big for CD spectroscopy, whichwould cause scattering
and a noisy signal. The CD spectra of FP1 at pH 5 are
Fig. 3. (a–b) Plots of order parameters of DPPTC (a) and
Chol = 3/1/1 MLVs in buffer with 150 mM NaCl at 25 °C. Blac
blue, 1 mM EGTA and at pH 7, and purple, 1 mM EGTA and at
FP2 concentration in POPC/POPS/Chol = 3/1/1 MLVs in pH
5 mM DTT; blue, rFP2. The experiments were typically repeate
range from 1 to 5 × 10−3, while the uncertainties from repeat
show in panel A the bars for SD. Statistical significance analys
S0's of 0% FP2 and 2% FP2 at the “Ca pH 5” condition, *** ≤
(black), POPC/POPS/Chol = 3/1/1 SUVs (red) and in SUVs w
similar to those observed for the pH 7 condition (not
shown). In contrast, the fusion defective variant
FP1_AAA exhibits a mostly random-coil structure in
both solutions with or without the presence of SUVs.
Thus, when interactingwith lipid bilayers, FP1 adopts a
secondary structure that differs from the one in
solution, a result that suggests that the structural
transition is an important factor for its activity.

The region downstream of FP1 (FP2) also
induces membrane ordering

Our previous study has shown that a domain
containing a conserved pair of cysteines found
downstream of FP1 (C822 and C833), along with
other residues (D830, L831), plays an essential
functional role for S-mediated fusion [5], which
indicates that this region may contribute to mem-
brane fusion. We designated the sequence from aa
816–835 as FP2 and studied its possible involve-
ment in membrane-ordering effects.
As shown in Fig. 3, we observed that FP2 also

increases membrane ordering. When the P/L ratio
5PC (b) versus P/L ratio of SARS FP2 in POPC/POPS/
k, 1 mM Ca2+ and at pH 7; red, 1 mM Ca2+ and at pH 7;
pH 5. (c) Plot of order parameters of DPPTC versus SARS
5 buffer at 25 °C. Black, FP2 without DTT, red, FP2 with
d two to three times. The typical uncertainties found for S0
ed experiments were 5–8 × 10−3 or less than ±0.01. We
es were performed using two-tailed Student's t-test on the
0.001, highly significant. (d) CD spectra of FP1 in solution
ith 5 mM DTT (blue) in pH 5 buffer at 25 °C.
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increases from 0 to 2% mol:mol, the S0 of DPPTC
spin labels increases significantly from 0.44 to 0.46
at pH 5. The S0 of 5PC is also increased from 0.51 to
0.57 at pH 5; the increase of S0 of 5PC is smaller at
pH 7 for reasons that are unclear. FP2 has no effect
on the S0 of 14PC (not shown). As in the FP1 case,
we also synthesized a randomized peptide (rFP2),
which has the same amino acid composition as FP2
but with a shuffled sequence, and its effect on lipid
bilayer order was measured. As shown in Fig. 3c,
rFP2 has little to no effect on the membrane order.
Two cysteines (C822 and C833) within FP2 are

considered to form an internal disulfide bond, giving
this domain a loop structure [5]. We tested whether
such a disulfide bond could play a role in the FP2-
mediated membrane ordering. We found that in the
presence of 5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), a reducing
agent that removes disulfide bonds, the membrane-
ordering effect of FP2 was abrogated (Fig. 3c). Thus,
the activity of FP2 is dependent on the formation of
the internal disulfide bond. From CD spectroscopy
analysis, we found that the presence of 5 mM DTT
significantly changes the secondary structure of FP2
in SUVs, as the spectrum of FP2 in the presence
of SUVs and DTT is similar to the spectrum of FP2 in
solution (Fig. 3d). The result suggests that the
disulfide bond ensures a proper folding of FP2,
which is essential for its function on membrane
ordering.

Enthalpy changes of FP–membrane interactions

The importance of correct peptide folding can be
further analyzed by comparing membrane binding
enthalpies of FPs as measured by ITC. In this
experiment, small amounts of peptide were injected
into a reaction cell containing a large excess of
SUVs. Thus, during the whole titration process, the
amount of available membrane can be regarded as
constant, and all injected peptides can be regarded
as binding to the membranes. As a result, the
Table 1. Thermodynamic parameters measured using ITC

A. Binding enthalpy of FPs to POPC:POPS:Chol = 60:20:20 SUVs at
ΔΔH = ΔH(FPs) − ΔH(GGGKKKK).

Peptide ΔH (kcal/m

GGGKKKK −9.60 ± 0.1
FP1 −24.40 ± 0
FP1_AAA −15.26 ± 0
FP2 −21.21 ± 0

B. Interaction between Ca2+ cations and the FPs measured at 37 °C, a
fitting using the one-site model. ΔG and –TΔS were calculated from

Peptides ΔH (kcal/mol) Kb (×104 M−1)

FP1 4.67 ± 0.31 3.76 ± 0.51
FP2 5.94 ± 0.27 2.34 ± 0.13
FP1_2 6.77 ± 0.45 2.49 ± 0.35
reaction heat in each injection is equal. The enthalpy
of reaction can be calculated from the average of
heat in each injection [27,41].
When the enthalpy change of the GGGKKKK is

subtracted, the ΔΔH of FP1 is −14.8 kcal/mol, and
the ΔΔH of FP2 is −11.6 kcal/mol, while FP1_AAA
exhibits very little enthalpy change (−5.66 kcal/mol)
(Table 1). FP–membrane interactions are usually
enthalpy-driven [42], indicating that the driving force
of the FP–membrane interactions is the formation of
secondary structures in the membranes, other than
the entropy gained by hydrophobic interactions.
Thus, the greater binding enthalpy indicates a better
transition of secondary structures. These ITC results
are consistent with our CD and ESR experimental
data.

AltFP-A and AltFP-B induce membrane ordering
less efficiently

It has been suggested that the peptide located
C-terminally of the S1/S2 cleavage site (aa 770–788,
AltFP-A) and an “internal” FP (873–888, AltFP-B) are
putative FPs. A study was conducted by Basso and
colleagues [12] using ESR measurements similar to
the ones used in this work. The authors showed a
noticeable change of S0 in MLVs composed of
DPPG, DPPS, or POPA at 5 mol% of both peptides.
However, the conditions used in that work do not
match physiological conditions in two key aspects:
(1) the concentration of peptides used was high and
(2) the membrane contains 100% charged phospho-
lipids and lacks Chol, a mixture that does not
correspond to physiological settings. In addition,
neither peptide consistently increases membrane
order; that is, the authors observed a decrease in
membrane order in some conditions.
We synthesized both peptides and tested them

using our lipid system,which, like other systemswidely
used in FP research, has 20% charged lipid
[36,43–45]. As shown in Fig. 4, although both
37 °C. ΔH was averaged from two repeats and thirty data points.

ol) ΔΔH (kcal/mol)

2 N.A.
.16 −14.80
.18 −5.66
.23 −11.61

veraged from two repeats. ΔH, Kb, and n were calculated from the
ΔH and Kb.

n ΔG (kcal/mol) −TΔS (kcal/mol)

0.92 ± 0.04 6.49 −1.80
1.02 ± 0.02 6.20 −0.26
1.70 ± 0.04 6.23 0.54



Fig. 4. (a–b) Plots of order parameters of DPPTC (a) and
5PC (b) versusP/L ratio in POPC/POPS/Chol = 3/1/1MLVs
in buffer with 150 mM NaCl and 1 mM CaCl2 at 25 °C.
Black, FP1; red AltFP1; blue, AltFP2; green, Control; purple,
influenza HA FP.
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AltFP-A and AltFP-B increase membrane order of
DPPTC and 5PC spin-labeled lipids, the effect is
smaller than those seen for FP1 in two ways. First, the
maximum changes of S0 of both DPPTC and 5PC for
AltFP-A (0.012 and 0.036, respectively) and AltFP-B
(0.019 and 0.027, respectively) are smaller than those
for FP1 (0.033 and 0.051, respectively). Second, when
we fitted the S0-P/L ratio curve with a sigmoidal curve,
the concentration of peptide that induces half of the
maximal ΔS0 could be determined. For FP1, these
concentrations for DPPTC and 5PC are 0.39% and
0.22%, respectively, which are significantly lower than
those for AltFP-A (0.77%and 0.52%, respectively) and
AltFP-B (0.75% and 0.58%, respectively). The results
indicate that FP1 has a significantly higher activity than
the other two peptides. Interestingly, we could not
observe the change of S0 of 14PC (not shown) for all
peptides, although Basso et al. showed that the S0 of
16PC was affected by both AltFP-A and AltFP-B in
their 100% charged membranes. FPs of influenza
virus and HIV insert into the membranes in a shallow
manner, with no effect on 14PC spin-labeled lipids
[21,24]. Our results with the SARS-CoV FP1 show that
it has a consistently highermembrane-ordering activity
thanAltFP-AandAltFP-B, suggesting that FP1 ismore
likely a bona fide FP. Furthermore, our biophysical
data are in agreement with our previous sequence and
functional analyses showing that conserved residues
within FP1, particularly the LLF motif, are critical for
membrane fusion [14].

The SARS-CoV FP-induced membrane ordering
is calcium dependent

Our initial ESR measurements (Figs. 2 and 3)
showed that adding 1 mM of the chelating agent
EGTA effectively abrogates membrane-ordering ef-
fects of FP1 and FP2. We thus studied in more detail
the effects of calcium on membrane fusion. We
examined whether trace Ca2+ cations in solution
may have any effects on POPC/POPS/Chol mem-
branes. We compared the order parameter S0 of
samples in the presence of 1 mM EGTA, without
EGTA or Ca2+, and in the presence of 1 mM Ca2+.
Analysis of these different conditions shows that trace
Ca2+ ions increasemembraneorder of the headgroup
(DPPTC) noticeably but have no effects on acyl
chains (5PC and 14PC, data not shown). This is likely
because Ca2+ cannot penetrate into the hydrophobic
layer of the membranes.
In order to test the effects of Ca2+ on FP-inducing

membrane ordering, wemaintained the concentration
of FP at a constant 1 mol% P/L ratio and measured
the order parameter S0 with increasing calcium
concentrations from 0 to 2.0 mM (Fig. 5a); the highest
calcium concentration used here is higher than the
extracellular concentration of Ca2+ in human adult
lungs (about 1.3 mM) [46]. The increase inS0 has two
sources, the FPs and the Ca2+; thus, we generated a
ΔS0-Ca

2+ concentration plot, where ΔS0 = S0 (mem-
brane with 1% FP) − S0 (membrane without FP) at
each Ca2+ concentration. This subtraction cancels
the membrane ordering induced by Ca2+ only, with
theΔS0 at each Ca

2+ concentration representing only
the contributions of theFPs. As shown inFig. 5a, Ca2+

increases the ΔS0 of both FP1 and FP2. As a control,
influenza virus FP was also analyzed and did not
show any calcium dependency on membrane
ordering.

Interactions of FPs with calcium cations
detected by ITC

We used ITC to investigate whether Ca2+ cations
directly interact with SARS-CoV FPs. During titration,
a total of 300 μL 2 mM CaCl2 in a pH 5 buffer (with
10 μL solution in each injection) was injected into a
reaction cell containing 1 mL of FPs at 0.4 mM. The
background caused by the dilution of CaCl2 has been
subtracted by using data from a control experiment
that titrated CaCl2 in a pH 5 buffer. Substantial heat
absorbed during the titration was observed, with the
heat absorbed saturating toward the end of the
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titration. As shown in Fig. 5b and Table 1B, when the
heat versusmolar ratio plot was fitted using a one-site
model that assumes that all binding sites have the
same binding affinity, we calculated the enthalpy
change ΔH = 4.67 kcal/mol, with binding constant
Kb = 3.76 × 104 M−1 and stoichiometry n = 0.92.
From these parameters, we further calculated the
free energy change ΔG = −RTlnKb = 6.49 kcal/mol
and −TΔS = ΔG − ΔH = −1.80 kcal/mol. The data
show that the calcium–FP1 interaction is endothermic,
and the binding ratio is one calcium per peptide. The
reason for the endothermic reaction could be because
the buffer solution (150 mMNaCl) contains significant
amounts of Na+ ions that could also interact with FP1
and that a stronger binding of Ca2+ cations displaces
bound Na+ into the bulk solution. To test this
hypothesis, we reduced the NaCl concentration to
50 mM and performed an ITC titration. However, the
baselines of the titration curves we obtained were
unstable, and we could not extract meaningful data.
The reason for this result is unclear, but it is possible
that the peptide requires a certain level of salt
concentration to maintain its structure. We performed
the sameexperimentwithFP2andFP1_2 (Fig. 5c and
d). As shown in Fig. 5c and Table 1B, like FP1, FP2
also exhibits an endothermic reaction with Ca2+, with
a stoichiometry of n = 1.02, ΔH = 5.94 kcal/mol, and
Kb = 2.34 × 104 M−1. Furthermore, in the case of
FP1_2, the stoichiometry is n = 1.70. The ITC
experiments we conducted demonstrate strong evi-
dence for direct calcium–FP interactions, with one
Ca2+ cation binding per FP1 or FP2.

Calcium is important for membrane fusion in
live cells

To assess the functional role of calcium cations
during SARS-CoV S-mediated fusion and viral entry,
we performed pseudotyped particle infectivity assays.
We generated murine leukemia virus pseudotyped
viruses harboring full-length SARS-CoV S envelope
glycoproteins and containing the luciferase reporter
gene. These viral particles are pertinent surrogates of
native enveloped viruses, as they recapitulate all entry
steps governed by the heterologous (SARS-CoV S)
fusion protein and allow for a quantitative measure-
ment of infectivity thanks to the luciferase reporter
expressed only in an infected cell [47]. We first
performed an extracellular calcium ion depletion
experiment in which Vero-E6 cells were washed with
phosphate buffer saline (PBS) with or without calcium
ions, incubated with culture medium with or without
Fig. 5. (a) Plot of different of order parameters of
DPPTC with and without 1% peptide binding (ΔS0) versus
Ca2+ concentration in POPC/POPS/Chol = 3/1/1 MLVs in
buffer with 150 mM NaCl at 25 °C. Black, FP1; red, FP2;
purple, influenza HA FP. (B–D) ITC analysis of Ca2+

binding to FP1 (b), FP2 (c), and FP1_2 (d). The peptides
were titrated with CaCl2. The integrated data represent
the enthalpy change per mole of injectant, ΔH, in units of
kcal/mol as a function of the molar ratio. Data points and
fitted data are overlaid.



Fig. 6. Effect of Ca2+ cation depletion on SARS-CoV
S-mediate cell entry. (a) Effect of extracellular Ca2+ cation
depletiononSARS-CoVSpseudotypedparticle entry.Murine
leukemia virus-luciferasepseudotypedparticles harboring the
SARS-CoV S protein (SARSpp) were used to infect African
green monkey kidney Vero-E6 cells in absence (−, 0 mM) or
presence (+, 1.8 mM) of Ca2+ ions. Seventy-two hours
post-infection, cells were assayed for luciferase activity using
a luminometer. (b) Cell viability assay of Vero-E6 cells treated
with increasing concentrations of the BAPTA-AM chelating
agent. After treatment of cellswithBAPTA-AM(0–50 μM), cell
viability was measured using a luminescence-based ATP
quantitation assay. Results are expressed as average cell
viability (% of 0 μM condition, i.e., DMSO control), with error
bars representing SD from the average of three independent
experiments. Data were analyzed statistically using a
two-tailed Student t-test with the following convention for
p-value significance: not significant (n.s.), p N 0.05. (c) Effect
of intracellular Ca2+ cation depletion using BAPTA-AM on
SARS-CoV S-mediated entry. SARSpp pseudovirions were
used to infect Vero-E6 cells that were pre-treated for 2 h with
the intracellularly active Ca2+ chelator BAPTA-AM or DMSO
(control). Seventy-two hours post-infection, cells were
assayed for luciferase activity using a luminometer. For
panels A and B, results are expressed as average relative
luciferase units from three independent experiments, each
performed in triplicates. Error bars indicate SD and statistical
significance analyses were performed using two-tailed
Student's t-test, *** ≤ 0.001, highly significant.
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calcium ions, and infected with pseudovirions in the
presence or absence of the chelating agent ethylene-
diaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (Fig. 6a). This assay
shows that depletion of extracellular calcium cations
significantly decreases SARS-CoV pseudotyped par-
ticle (SARSpp) infectivity, with a measured ~2.9-fold
decrease. As SARS-CoV is known to enter cells
through the endocytic pathway, we then tested the
effect of 1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N ′,N ′-
tetraacetic acid tetrakis (BAPTA-AM), a calcium-
specific cell membrane-permeable chelator, to inves-
tigate the role of intracellular calcium on SARS-CoV
virus entry (Fig. 6b and c).We first assessed the effect
of BAPTA-AM on cell viability (Fig. 6b). Increasing
concentrations of BAPTA-AM were incubated with
Vero-E6 cells, which were then analyzed for cell
viability using luminescence-based ATP quantitation
assay. This analysis shows that cell viability is not
significantly impacted up to the highest concentration
tested of 50 μM. Upon depletion of intracellular
calcium ions in Vero-E6 cells using a similar 50 μM
BAPTA-AM treatment to that mentioned above, we
observed a remarkable ~60-fold decrease inSARSpp
infectivity (Fig. 6c). Taken together, our functional
assays strongly support an important functional role
played by Ca2+ ions during viral fusion and entry of
SARS-CoV.

Cooperation of FP1 and FP2 induces greater
membrane-ordering effect

We have previously shown that the cooperativity
between the influenza FP and the influenza trans-
membrane domain increases themembrane-ordering
effect using ESR [23]. These findings indicated that
two peptide segments work cooperatively to enhance
membrane ordering. We examined the possible
cooperative effects of FP1 and FP2 when they are
present togetherwith lipid bilayers.WemixedFP1and
FP2 at a 1:1 molar ratio before they were allowed to
bind to the membranes. As shown in Fig. 7a and b,
binding of themixture of FP1 and FP2 at 1:1 ratio (Mix.
of FP1 + FP2) was accompanied by a membrane
ordering of DPPTC and 5PC at pH 5.When the same
amounts of total peptide were compared, the mixture
of FP1 + FP2 increases S0 of DPPTC to 0.47 when
the total P/L is 2% (i.e., 1%FP1 and 1%FP2), which is
higher than theS0 for the 2%FP1or 2%FP2 individual
conditions. Also, the 5PC membrane ordering in-
creases for the mixture of FP1 + FP2 are more
noticeable, up to 0.61 at 2% total P/L ratio. Interest-
ingly, although themixture of FP1 + FP2 has no effect
on 14PC, it has a small but observable membrane-
ordering effect on 10PC (from 0.32 to 0.34; Fig. 7c),
which cannot be observed with FP1 or FP2 individ-
ually. Thus, the cooperativity of FP1 and FP2 not only
allows for a greater membrane-ordering effect than
the addition of FP1 or FP2 individually, but also
enables a deeper reach within the lipid bilayer.



Fig. 7. Cooperative effect of FP1 and FP2. (a–c) Plots of
order parameters of DPPTC (a), 5PC (b), and 10PC
(c) versus total P/L ratio in POPC/POPS/Chol = 3/1/1
MLVs in buffer with 150 mM NaCl and 1 mM CaCl2 at
25 °C. Tomake an accurate comparison, the actual total P/L
ratio (mol:mol) of FP1_2 is half of its nominal value in the
figures, because the molecular weight of FP1_2 is approx-
imately double that of either FP1 or FP2 alone.
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We synthesized an extended peptide (FP1_2),
which is composed of the FP1 andFP2 linked together
and without the GGGKKKK C-terminal tag sequence
because the peptide could be readily dissolved in
water without the hydrophilic tag. Tomakean accurate
comparison, the actual total P/L ratio (mol:mol) of
FP1_2 is half of its nominal value in Fig. 7, because the
molecular weight of FP1_2 is approximately double
that of either FP1 or FP2 alone. As shown in the figure,
FP1_2 has a similar membrane-ordering effect to the
mixture of FP1 + FP2, with a slightly greater ordering
effect, possibly due to a better coordination between
the FP1 and FP2 domains.
Discussion

The mechanism of membrane fusion is still only
partially understood. Our previous work showed that
the FPs of influenza virus, HIV, and Dengue virus
induce increased membrane ordering in a collective
fashion, that is, a significant increase in S0 as a
function of P/L ratio. We further suggested that
FP-induced membrane ordering is a result of dehy-
dration due to peptide insertion,which is a prerequisite
step for removal of the repulsive forces between two
opposing membranes and thereby facilitating initiali-
zation of membrane fusion [21–25]. Our current study
extends these concepts to the CoV FP, focusing on
the well-characterized SARS-CoV, and reveals sev-
eral key new mechanisms of viral FP insertion.
We have shown that the previously identified

SARS-CoV FP1 [14], found immediately downstream
of the S2′ cleavage site, has a strong membrane-or-
dering effect on lipid headgroups and shallow
hydrophobic regions of target bilayers. This observed
membrane-ordering activity is correlated with the
function of the FP, as the inactive LLF➔AAA mutant
does not have such an effect. The membrane-
ordering activity also depends on the correct amino
acid sequence, because rFP1, which has the same
residue composition asFP1 but in randomorder, does
not induce membrane ordering. Correct folding of the
peptide in the membrane is also an important
parameter, as the LLF➔AAA mutant does not fold in
the same way in the membrane as the FP1, as shown
by CD spectroscopy and ITC. This finding is consis-
tent with our previous studies on other viral FPs
[21,24,25]. We further compared FP1's membrane
ordering ability with those of two other proposed FPs
AltFP-A and AltFP-B, and found that it has a higher
activity than the other two. Our previous functional
experiments on the SARS-CoVS protein suggest that
FP1 possesses many features of an FP [14], and the
recently published cryo-electron microscopy struc-
tures of the different CoV S proteins, including that of
SARS-CoV S, suggest that in its pre-fusion state, FP1
appears to be exposed at the surface of the
glycoprotein's S2 domain [15,19,20]. Taken together,
these data indicate that FP1 is more likely a bona fide
FP for the SARS-CoV S protein.
We have demonstrated that FP2 also exerts a

membrane-ordering effect similar to that observed for
FP1. The FP2 membrane-ordering activity is also
dependent on correct folding, which is maintained by
an internal disulfide bond, as addition of the reducing
agent DTT eliminated membrane-ordering activity.
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FP2 is important because the membrane-ordering
activity is significantly enhanced when FP1 and FP2
function cooperatively. Together, they induce a
greater ordering effect than FP1 and FP2 separately,
and exhibit a deeper reach into the membrane. Since
FP2 is immediately downstream of FP1, we now
propose that FP1 and FP2 can be considered as two
domains of an extended, bipartite FP (FP1_2).
Comparatively, such an extended FP, consisting of
41 residues, is about twice the size of the influenza or
HIV FPs (~20 residues). Both FP1 and FP2 possess
membrane-ordering activity, and the extended FP
(FP1_2) has only slightly higher membrane-ordering
activity than that of individual FPs added together
(FP1 + FP2). These observations suggest that while
they function cooperatively, the FP1 and FP2 are
structurally quite independent. Therefore, it may be
appropriate to regard them as two subdomains of a
bipartite “fusion platform.”
Our data indicate that SARS-CoVSprotein-induced

membrane fusion is dependent on calcium. Our
functional analyses using pseudotyped particles
harboring full-length SARS-CoV S proteins show
that the depletion of either extracellular or intracellular
calcium significantly decreases SARS-CoV pseudo-
virion infectivity, indicating that S protein function is
calcium dependent. Biophysical measurements per-
formed in this work showed that the membrane-order-
ing activities of both FP1 and FP2 are only slightly
affected by pH but are heavily dependent on calcium
cations. We showed that the addition of EGTA
eliminated the observed membrane-ordering effect.
Furthermore, higher calcium concentrations were
shown to enhance the membrane-ordering effect
induced by both FP1 and FP2. The cooperativity of
FP1 and FP2 is also calcium dependent. The ITC
experiments on calcium–FP interactions not only
demonstrated the interaction energy between calcium
and both FP1 and FP2, but also showed that the
stoichiometries are around 1 calcium cation per FP1
or FP2. Although the thermodynamics of the calcium
interactions with FPs needs to be further investigated,
our current data indicate a calcium dependency for S
protein-inducedmembrane fusion, a dependency that
stems from calcium–FP interactions.
Calcium ions are important modulators of mem-

brane fusion. Because of their positive charges, they
possess a generally enhancing or indirect effect on
membrane fusion by electrostatic interactions with
negatively charged headgroups of lipid bilayers, and
thus decrease the electrostatic repulsion of two
opposing membranes that are in close proximity
prior to undergoing fusion. Calcium ions can also
directly interact with fusion protein machineries,
thereby activating their fusogenicity, and in such
cases,membrane fusion is clearly calciumdependent.
For example, in cellular SNARE-mediated synaptic
vesicle fusion, calcium ions have been shown to be
required activators for such fusion machinery [48–50];
that is, without calcium ions present, membrane fusion
does not take place. Thus, SNARE-mediated synaptic
membrane fusion is considered to be calcium depen-
dentwhereby calcium ions are fusion activators. There
are other situations in which calcium cations have
been shown to interact with protein fusogens and
enhance their fusogenicity, but without calcium,
membrane fusion can still occur albeit at a reduced
rate. In such cases, membrane fusion is only partly
dependent on calcium ions.
In the context of virus fusion, although it has been

reported that the presence of calcium ions enhances
viral FP-mediated vesicle-vesicle fusion, in most
cases, the role of calcium is unlikely that of a fusion
activator. In this study, we show that although calcium
ions increase membrane-ordering effects in the
influenza FP–membrane system, the increase mostly
results from indirect effects of calcium ions by
interacting with lipid headgroups and not through a
direct interaction with the influenza FP, as demon-
strated by the lack of variation of ΔS0 values when
calcium concentration increases (Fig. 5a). In such a
case, calcium plays an indirect enhancing effect on
membrane fusion. With HIV, calcium cations also
enhance fusion, but such ions are not required, as HIV
FP-mediated membrane fusion can still occur at a
lower rate in the absence of calcium cations [51]. In
contrast, for the Rubella virus, which belongs to the
Togaviridae family of viruses and possesses a class II
viral fusion protein containing two fusion loops, it has
been shown that the E1 envelope glycoprotein
specifically coordinates and requires a Ca2+ ion for
low-pH-induced membrane insertion into liposomes
[52].
Our analyses on SARS-CoV indicate a direct

activating role for calcium for FP-mediatedmembrane
fusion. We have shown that the membrane-ordering
effect of the FPs is greatly reduced in presence of the
EGTA chelator. Furthermore, increasing calcium
concentrations enhance the membrane-ordering ca-
pacity of SARS-CoV FPs (i.e., ΔS0 increases). We
also show that the cooperative effect between FP1
and FP2 only occurs in the presence of calcium ions.
Importantly, the interaction between calcium cations
and FPs has been demonstrated by ITC. Finally, the
intracellular calcium ion chelator BAPTA-AM was
shown to abrogate viral entry in the in vivo assays we
performed. Therefore, this study reveals that the
activity of SARS-CoV S class I fusion protein is
calcium dependent. Further efforts in our groups are
ongoing to elucidate at the molecular level the
mechanism by which the direct interaction between
calcium ions and the SARS-CoV FP activates and
enhances membrane fusion.
A proposed model for the SARS-CoV FP based on

our observations and measurements is shown in
Fig. 8. In this model, the bipartite FP or “platform”
consists of two distinct subdomains FP1 and FP2,
each binding to a calcium ion via negatively charged



Fig. 8. Model of the CoV FP or “platform” interacting with a lipid bilayer. This model summarizes the data obtained in this
work and highlights the unique features of this FP, including its bipartite nature and calcium-binding ability.
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coordinating residues such as aspartic acids (D) and
glutamic acids (E), found in clusters within each
subdomain. The mechanism by which calcium spe-
cifically promotes FP-mediated membrane fusion is
unclear. It is possible that within each subdomain,
calcium ion coordination may allow the CoV FP to
adopt a more compact conformation (Fig. 8). Such
calcium coordination could also help the FP dock
appropriately on the membrane surface. Further
research on the details of the effects of calcium
coordination with the CoV FP and on the cooperativity
between FP1 and FP2 subdomains is required to
shed light on this unusual viral FP.
Materials and Methods

Lipids and peptides

The lipids POPC, POPS, and the chain spin labels
5PC, 10PC, and 14PC and a head group spin label
DPPTC were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids
(Alabaster, AL) or synthesized by our laboratory
according to previous protocols. Chol was purchased
from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). All peptides were
synthesized by SynBioSci Co. (Livermore, CA). The
shuffled sequences of rFP1 and rFP2were generated
using software Sequence Manipulation Suite (http://
www.bioinformatics.org/sms2/shuffle_protein.html).
The sequences of the peptides and the structure of the
spin-labeled lipids are shown in Fig. 1.

Vesicle preparation

The composition of membranes used in this study
is consistent with our previous study [14]. The
desired amounts of POPC, POPS, Chol, and 0.5%
(mol:mol) spin-labeled lipids in chloroform were
mixed well and dried by N2 flow. The mixture was
evacuated in a vacuum drier overnight to remove any
trace of chloroform. To prepare MLVs, the lipids were
resuspended and fully hydrated using 1 mL of pH 7
or pH 5 buffer (5 mM HEPES, 10 mMMES, 150 mM
NaCl, and 0.1 mM EDTA (pH 7 or pH 5)] at room
temperature for 2 h. To reconstitute FP1 without
GGGKKKK in membrane, the desired amounts of
peptide were dissolved in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-
propanol (Sigma) and well mixed with the lipids in
chloroform. The mixtures were dried and fully
hydrated to generate the MLVs. To prepare SUVs
for CD and ITC measurements, the lipids were
resuspended in pH 7 or pH 5 buffer and sonicated
in an ice bath for 20 min or when the suspension
became clear. The SUV solution was then further
clarified by ultracentrifugation at 13,000 rpm for
10 min.

CD spectroscopy

The CD experiments were carried out on an AVIV
CD spectrometer Aviv Model 215. The peptides were
mixed with SUVs in 1% P/L ratio with a final peptide
concentration of 0.1 mg/mL at room temperature for
more than 10 min before the measurements. The
measurements were performed at 25 °C and the
averages of two repetitions were collected. Blanks
were subtracted and the resulting spectra were
analyzed. The mean residue weight ellipticity was
calculated using the formula: [Θ] = θ/(10 × c × l × n),
where θ is the ellipticity observed (in degrees), c is the
peptide concentration (in dmol), l is the path length
(0.1 cm), and n is the number of amino acids per
peptide [27].

http://www.bioinformatics.org/sms2/shuffle_protein.html
http://www.bioinformatics.org/sms2/shuffle_protein.html
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ITC

ITC experiments to measure the enthalpy of FPs
membrane binding were performed in an N-ITC III
calorimeter (TA Instrument, New Castle, DE). FP at
20 μM was injected into 1 mL 5 mM SUV solution at
37 °C. Each addition was 10 μL, each injection time
was 15 s, and each interval time was 5 min. Each
experiment comprised about 25 to 30 injections. The
data were analyzed with Origin (OriginLab Corp.,
Northampton, MA).
ITC experiments to measure the peptide–Ca2+

interaction were performed in a VP-ITC MicroCalo-
rimeter (MicroCal, LLC, Northampton, MA). CaCl2
(2 mM) in pH 5 buffer was injected into 0.3 mMFPs in
pH 5 buffer at 37 °C in a stepwise manner consisting
of 10 μL per injection, except that the first injection
was 2 μL. The injection time was 15 s for each
injection and the interval time was 10 min. The data
were analyzed with Origin. The one-site model was
used in the fitting to calculate the thermodynamic
parameters. The protein concentration is determined
by dry weight and OD280 with extinction coefficient
ε = 1490 M−1 cm−1 for FP1 and 1615 M−1 cm−1 for
FP2 in the oxidized condition.

ESR spectroscopy and nonlinear least-squares
fit of ESR spectra

To prepare the samples for lipid ESR study, the
desired amounts of FPs (1 mg/mL) were added into
the lipid MLV dispersion. After 20 min of incubation,
the dispersion was spun at 13,000 rpm for 10 min.
The concentrations of peptide were measured using
UV to ensure complete binding of peptide. The pellet
was transferred to a quartz capillary tube for ESR
measurement. ESR spectra were collected on an
ELEXSYS ESR spectrometer (Bruker Instruments,
Billerica, MA) at X-band (9.5 GHz) at 25 °C using a
N2 Temperature Controller (Bruker Instruments).
The ESR spectra from the labeled lipids were

analyzed using the NLLS fitting program based on
the stochastic Liouville equation [39,53] using the
MOMD model as in previous studies [21–25]. The
fitting strategy is described below. We employed the
Budil et al. NLLS fitting program [39] to obtain
convergence to optimum parameters. The g-tensor
and A-tensor parameters used in the simulations
were determined from rigid limit spectra [21]. In the
simulation, we required a good fit with a small value of
χ2 and also good agreement between the details of
the final simulation and the experimental spectrum.
Each experiment (and subsequent fit) was repeated
2 or 3 times to check reproducibility and estimate
experimental uncertainty. Two sets of parameters
that characterize the rotational diffusion of the
nitroxide radical moiety in spin labels were generat-
ed. The first set is the rotational diffusion constants.
R⊥ andR|| are, respectively, the rates of rotation of the
nitroxide moiety around a molecular axis perpendic-
ular and parallel to the preferential orienting axis of
the acyl chain. The second set consists of the
ordering tensor parameters, S0 and S2, which are
defined as follows: S0 = bD2,00 N = b 1/2(3cos2θ −
1 )N, a n d S 2 = bD 2 , 0 2 + D 2 , 0 – 2 N = b √ ( 3 /
2)sin2θcos2φN, where D2,00, D2,02, and D2,0–2 are
the Wigner rotation matrix elements and θ and φ are
the polar and azimuthal angles for the orientation of
the rotating axes of the nitroxide bonded to the lipid
relative to the director of the bilayer, that is, the
preferential orientation of lipid molecules; the angular
brackets imply ensemble averaging. S0 and its
uncertainty were then calculated in a well-known
fashion from its definition and the dimensionless
ordering potentials C20 and C22 and their uncer-
tainties found in the fitting. The typical uncertainties
we find for S0 range from 1 to 5 × 10−3, while the
uncertainties from repeated experiments are 5–
8 × 10−3 or less than ±0.01. S0 indicates how
strongly the chain segment to which the nitroxide is
attached is aligned along the normal to the lipid
bilayer, which is strongly correlated with hydration/
dehydration of the lipid bilayers. As previously
described, S0 is the more important parameter for
such studies [23,54,55].

Bioinformatics sequence analyses

For generating protein sequence alignments, the
following representative 42 CoV spike proteins and
associated NCBI accession numbers were used:
Alpaca-BCoV (ABI93999), AnteCoV-US/OH1/2003
(ABP38306), BatCoV-133/2005 (ABG47052),
BatCoV-273/2005 (ABG47060), BatCoV-HKU4–1/
2007 (ABN10839) , BatCoV-HKU5–1/2007
(ABN10875), BatCoV-HKU10 (AFU92104), BatCoV-
Neo/2011 (AGY29650), BatCoV-PDF-2180
(ARJ34226), BatCoV-SC2013/2013 (AHY61337),
BCoV-Quebec (BAA00557), BdCoV-HKU22
(AHB63481), BeCoV-SW1 (ABW87820), BuCoV-
HKU11 (ACJ12044), CamelAlphaCoV (ALA50256),
CCoV-1-71 (AAV65515) , CCoV-E lmo/02
(AAP72149), EquineCoV-NC99 (AAQ67205),
EriCoV-VMC/DEU/2012 (AGX27810), FCoV-1683
(AFH58021), FCoV-RM (ACT10854), GiraCoV-US/
OH3TC/2006 (ABP38313) , HCoV-229E
(AAK32188), HCoV-HKU1 (AAT98580), HCoV-NL63
(AGT51331), HCoV-OC43 (AAX84791), IBV-
Beaudette (AAA70235), IBV-Cal99 (AAS00080),
IBV-M41 (AAW33786), MERS-CoV-EMC/2012
(AFS88936), MERS-CoV-HKU205 (AHL18090),
MHV-A59 (ACO72884), MHV-JHM (CAA28484),
MuCoV-HKU13 (ACJ12062), PEDV-CV777
(AF353511_3), PHEV (AAL80031), PRCV-ISU-1
(ABG89317), SARS-CoV (AAP13441), TCoV-MG10
(ABW81427), TGEV-Miller-M6 (ABG89301),
TGEV-Purdue (CAB91145), and ThCoV-HKU12
(ACJ12053). The protein sequences were aligned
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usingMUSCLEwithin theGeneious software suite and
the aligned region corresponding to the SARS-CoV
FP1 and FP2 was extracted. To highlight conserved
and variable stretches within this region, a Weblogo
was generated using Weblogo 3.0 software†. Invariant
and highly conserved residues were highlighted.

Cells and reagents

HEK-293 T (ATCC, Manassas, VA) and Vero-E6
cells (ATCC) were grown at 37 °C 5% CO2 in
Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM) contain-
ing Ca2+ cations (Corning, Corning, NY) supplement-
ed with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; ThermoFisher,
Waltham, MA), 10 mM Hepes (Corning), 100 IU/mL
penicillin, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (Corning).
PBS with or without Ca2+ was obtained from Corning.
DMEMwithout Ca2+ was used for functional analyses
(ThermoFisher Scientific). EDTA chelating reagent
was obtained from Corning. The cell membrane-
permeable, calcium-specific chelator BAPTA-AM
(acetoxymethyl ester) was obtained from Thermo-
Fisher Scientific and used in functional assays.Stocks
of BAPTA-AM were diluted in dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO).

Pseudotyped virus production

Murine leukemia virus-based MERS-CoV
S-pseudotyped particles, harboring wild-type SARS-
CoVSprotein,weregeneratedaspreviously described
[47]. Briefly, HEK-293 T cells were transfected with
SARS-CoV S-encoding plasmid along with
pCMV-MLVgag-pol packaging construct and the mu-
rine leukemia virus transfer vector encoding a lucifer-
ase reporter, using Lipofectamine 2000 transfection
reagent (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). The cells
were incubated at 37 °C 5% CO2 for 48 h (h), and
supernatants were harvested, filtered through 0.45-μm
membranes, and stored at −80 °C until used for
infectivity assays.

Cell viability assays

Vero-E6 cells (2.5 × 104) were seeded in 96-well
plates and incubated for 16 h at 37 °C 5% CO2
incubator. The cells were treated with increasing
concentrations of BAPTA-AM, from 0 μM (DMSO
control) up to 50 μM. The treated cells were incubated
at 37 °C 5% CO2 for 2 h. After treatment growth
medium was added to wells, cells were incubated for
72 h at 37 °C 5% CO2 incubator. The cells were then
lysed and viability assayed using the ATP-based
CellTiter-Glo kit (Promega, Madison, WI) according to
manufacturer's guidelines. Luminescence (relative
luminescenceunits, orRLU) readingswere performed
using a GloMax 20/20 luminometer (Promega). The
assayswere carried out using triplicatewells, anddata
correspond to the average of three independent
experiments. The percent cell viability was calculated
by the following equation:

%cell viability ¼ 100� RLU of BAPTA condition
RLU of DMSO condition

Functional pseudotyped virus infectivity assays

Vero-E6 cells (1.5 × 105) were seeded in 24-well
plates and incubated at 37 °C 5% CO2 for 24 h. For
extracellular calcium depletion assays, cells were
washed twice with PBS with or without Ca2+, and
incubated with 200 μL of 2% FBS DMEM with or
without Ca2+ for 2 h at 37 °C 5% CO2. Supernatants
were removed and 200 μL of SARSpp solution with
or without EDTA (1.5 mM) was added to the cells for
2 h at 37 °C 5% CO2. For experiments using
BAPTA-AM intracellular calcium chelating reagent,
cells were washed twice with PBS with or without
Ca2+, and incubated with a 200-μL solution of 2%
FBS DMEM with either BAPTA-AM (50 μM) or
DMSO for 2 h at 37 °C 5% CO2. Supernatants
were removed and 200 μL of SARSpp solution
containing either BAPTA-AM (50 μM) or DMSO
was added to the cells for 2 h at 37 °C 5% CO2.
For both types of assays, completemediumwas then
added and the cells were incubated at 37 °C for an
additional 72 h. Luciferase activity was measured
using Luciferase Assay Kit (Promega), and lumin-
ometer readings were performed with a GloMax
20/20 system (Promega).
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